
Year 3 Geography Project 

 

In Geography, we would have been learning about earthquakes and volcanoes. What can 

you find out? Can you be a Geography Detective and explore what these natural 

phenomena are and why they happen? 

 

Check out these links: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXiVGEEPQ6c 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/physical-geography/structure-of-the-

earth/ 

https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/resource/28505 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJpIU1rSOFY 

https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/101-videos/00000144-0a2d-d3cb-a96c-

7b2d6cd80000 

https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/science/101-videos/0000016f-7d09-dc46-a77f-

7fad40050000-11 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAmqsMQG3RM 

 

Research Questions: 

Can you describe the structure of the earth? 
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What is an earthquake? 

What are tectonic plates and how do they cause earthquakes to occur? 

What is a volcano? 

How are volcanoes formed? 

What causes a volcano to erupt? 

Where do earthquakes and volcanoes occur? 

What are the negative consequences of volcanoes? 

Why do people choose to live near volcanoes? 

 

Get Crafty: 

Create your own model volcano, using any materials you have in your house. Here is some 

inspiration: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can you get creative to show the structure of the earth? You could do this in any way that 

you like, but I’ve given some examples below to get you thinking!  

Playdough:                                                              Drawing: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Collage:                                                                     Cake: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other project ideas: 

Science: Seismographs are used by scientists to record earthquakes and measure their 

strength. This link shows you how you could make your own: 

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities/make-a-seismograph?from=Pinterest 

Science: Make your own volcanic eruption! Make sure you do this one outside, it is very 

messy! http://www.sciencefun.org/kidszone/experiments/how-to-make-a-volcano/  

DT/Science: Create your own earthquake-proof buildings (using marshmallows and cocktail 

sticks) and test their strength with a jelly earthquake! How can you make your buildings 

stronger to help them withstand the earthquake? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMnEXukSmdg 

History: Research what happened to the town of Pompeii (Italy) after the eruption of Mount 

Vesuvius on 24th August 79AD. You could create a fact file to share with your teacher. 

Test your teacher time: 

Create a quiz using 2Quiz on Purple Mash based on what you have discovered and test your 
teacher by emailing it to them! We would love to see what you have done so any work you 
do, you are very welcome to email it to Miss Harkin, Mrs Shadlock, Mrs Egley and Miss 
Kenny on Purple Mash. 
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